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Note from the Editor:  
 

Here is this years first of hopefully many issues of the Cairn.  The purpose of this issue is to 
provide answers to a lot of the questions new (and old students) often ask. There are also a 

   number of great articles about some of the stuff ROC members have done over the summer.
 
     The Cairn has been around for over 60 years.  Throughout the years it has served as a method to 
     let members know what everyone is doing outdoors, provide informative articles, or just funny  
     stories you want to pass on.  If you are interested there are issues of the cairn hosted on our 
     website dating back to 1946! 
 
    Throughout the year everyone is encouraged to write for the cairn.  We will publish just about  
    anything you can come up with.   Thanks to everyone who submitted articles for this Cairn. 
 
   -Patrick McKenna 
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                   A message from the president 
 
 

Dear ROCers, 
  
 In my first public address of the year, I’d like to welcome you all to campus.  For 
some of you, it’s just another year in faithful Troy, with lots of exciting coursework, and 
more exciting escapes from Troy on the weekends.  For others, like myself, it’s our last 
year here (hopefully).  It’s important to make the best of the last year and not lose track 
of the big picture by getting too bogged down in school.   
 But let us not forget our new freshmen.  First of all, welcome to both RPI and the 
club, and I’m guessing that from your interest in the club you’ve already decided that 
college is more than just about the grades, but what you actually learn; and learning to 
enjoy life is one of the most important skills that you should pick up while you’re here.  I 
wish you good luck, both academically and in life. 
 In the coming year, I’d really like to see some more people getting involved with 
Patch Membership.  If you don’t know what it is, you can check the website or ask an 
officer, but it’s pretty much one of the coolest things anyone can do.  Trust me, I mean 
look at all the current patch members, don’t you want to be as cool as them? 
 On a lighter note, it’s time to get back outside!  I know I had a great summer, and 
look forward to hearing everyone’s stories.  It seems as though last year we lost some of 
our more active leaders to graduation and “the real world.”  Hopefully we will see some 
people step up and get more involved in areas like canoeing, rafting and kayaking, where 
we seem to be lacking most.  These activities are still lacking chairpersons.  There 
activity chair doesn’t need to be a pro, but just need to know the basics and help to keep 
gear intact and trips going out.  They also make sure that new leaders know what they are 
doing.  Otherwise, I believe the club is in strong shape to continue teaching and growing.  
I know that I hope to broaden my skills and try some things I haven’t really had a chance 
to get involved in yet. 
 Also, FALL LAKE GEORGE is right around the corner!  September 25-26, as 
I’m sure Craig has mentioned several times by now.  If you’re undecided, definitely go 
for it, it’s a fantastic time, and a great place to meet people.  I’d say more, but I’ll leave it 
to Craig to tell you what a fantastic idea it is. 
 So I hope that some of the articles in this Cairn inspire you all to go outside and 
be adventurous.  Also, I recommend that you take advantage of Pat’s new Cairn feature, 
“Ask Pat”  where you can ask all sorts of advice questions, (anonymously or not (would 
that be nonymously?)) and he will give you great answers to help you navigate life’s 
mysteries. 
 
Sincerely,  
Your most pious and most humble president ever,  
Adam “Mr. Brownstone” Brown 
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Sponsored by IOCA (Intercollegiate Outing Club Association) and featuring the  
 attendance of college outing clubs from all over the northeast.  
 
FRIDAY - SUNDAY           SEPTEMBER 26, 27 & 28 
 
FRIDAY:  
•   Canoe/motorboat out to Turtle Island •   Set up camp  
•   Roast marshmallows, stargaze, sing, meet fellow outing-clubbers from other schools!  
SATURDAY:  
•   Explore Lake George by Canoe •   Hiking BLACK and TONGUE Mountains •   Swimming  
•   Cliff Jumping  
•   Steak/Chicken Dinner (veggie burgers available too!)  
•   One hellu’va SQUARE DANCE with a LIVE BAND (squares, contras, circles, chicken dances,  
 and all foot stompin' country dances known to men and women)  
•   Apple cider  
SUNDAY:  
•   Explore some more  
•   Pack up and head home (all GOOD THINGS have to end)  
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10 useful things to know about ROC  
 
1. Executive Committee (E-Comm)  
 
These people are the students elected to run the club. They meet after every other regular club 
meeting to approve leaders, activity chairs, patch members, and discuss rules changes. They 
also manage how the club spends its budget.  
 
These meetings are open to all, so if you are interested in seeing what goes on, or if you have 
something you want to say, stop by.  
 
President Adam Brown browna6@rpi.edu 845-978-6822 
Vice President Jesse Kenyon kenyoj@rpi.edu 603-349-7770 
Secretary Ashley Corker corkea@rpi.edu 571-277-7941 
Treasurer Nate Gibson gibson2@rpi.edu 978-551-5127 
Equipment (Pit) ChairAndrew Calcuttkonig12@gmail.com847-922-8712 
Cairn Editor Pat McKenna mckenp2@rpi.edu 631-357-1268 
Member at Large Craig Eaton eatonc2@rpi.edu 207-423-0340 
 
 
2. Activity Chairs  
 
Activity chairs are individuals who are very knowledgeable of a given club activity. They are in 
charge of inventorying, repairing, and purchasing equipment (spending club money) for their 
activity. Chairs also play a crucial role in deciding what new gear to get in future budgets. If a spot 
is VACANT and you’re interested, contact other chairs or any of the ROC officers.  
 
First Aid Jonathan Davis davisj4@rpi.edu 
Canoeing VACANT  
Rock Climbing Matt Villani villam@rpi.edu 
Caving Pat McKenna mckenp2@rpi.edu
Cross Country Skiing Tim Janson jansot@rpi.edu 

Kayaking Ben Waxman waxmab@rpi.edu
Ice Climbing Katarina Morowskymorowk@rpi.edu 

 

 

Rafting VACANT  
ROC Wall Chair Brent Solina solinb@rpi.edu
Winter Mountaineering Jesse Kenyon kenyoj@rpi.edu 
Mountain Biking David Hallock hallod@rpi.edu
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3. Leaders and trips out  
 
A trip leader is something we hope everyone will strive to become. They have shown the E-comm 
that they have some ability in a particular activity and are capable of leading beginners on the 
appropriate trips.   There are several levels of leadership for each activity, allowing leaders to 
take out trips at varying difficulty levels.  
 
Trip leaders announce upcoming trips at meetings for which members can sign up for. These 
trips will be sent out in the weekly ROC email, as well as on the website at www.outing.org  
 
To sign up for a trip, fill out the trip sheet (when available) after the ROC meeting or send the 
leader an email as soon as you can. Beginner trips early in the semester often fill up quickly.  
 
Why should you become a trip leader? If you are interested in one of our activities, and believe 
that you would like to pursue it further, it is worth your while to become an Outing Club trip leader. 
Even if you don't think you want to take trips out on your own, becoming a leader carries other 
benefits for you. First of all, it brings a more complete knowledge of the activity. For instance, you 
can learn how to rig ropes for climbing, sharpen skis, or how to fix lamps in a cave. This 
knowledge will allow you to continue in the sport once you are out of Rensselaer.  
 
Also, by being a recognized trip leader in a certain activity, you are allowed to take out the 
technical gear for that sport, which allows you to go on trips whenever you like. So, if there is ever 
a nice, sunny day and you want to go climbing, you can grab a rope and some other gear from 
the Pit and go.  
 
However, the most important reason for becoming a trip leader is to keep the club alive -- to 
return to it some of what you have gotten out of it. If we have no trip leaders, we have no trips and 
the club dies. Now, don't get me wrong, we’re not trying to lay a guilt trip on anybody. If you don't 
feel that you are ready for the responsibility of leading trips, that's fine.  
 
What we would like you to do though, is to think about becoming a trip leader anyway, in 
whatever activity you enjoy. The skills you learn will give you all the benefits that have been 
mentioned, and hopefully, you will someday reach the point where you want to lead trips.  
 
How do you become a trip leader? The requirements are different for each activity, and the 
specifics are on the ROC website. However, there are certain requirements for all ROC leaders. 
First off, there is the first-aid requirement. Rather than requiring a specific certification we instead 
have a set of first-aid skills that a person must have to become a leader. How you acquire these 
skills, whether through our SOLO course, with the American Red Cross, or on your own, is not 
important as long as you can demonstrate them to us.  
 
 As far as the skills needed for becoming a leader in a specific activity, the most important 
thing to remember is that you don't necessarily have to be good in that activity to lead trips in it! 
You don't have to be a great climber to lead rock climbing trips. What is more important is an 
ability and desire to lead  
others in the sport. Each activity has a certain set of skills that you need; if you have gone on a 
couple trips in the activity, you can probably guess what they are.  
 
So please, if you have any interest in becoming a trip leader, or have any questions about what it 
takes or what specific skills are involved, please talk to the E-comm or activity chairs. Better yet, 
on your next trip, tell the trip leader that you are interested in becoming a leader; he will be more 
than happy to show you the ropes. Remember, the survival of the outing club, your outing club, 
depends on it.  
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4. The Wimp  
  
The designated "Worry If Missing Person”, or WIMP is a ROC member who remains around 
campus on dates when official ROC trips are taken. They are usually ROC members with too 
much work to do anything fun on a particular day. The job of the WIMP is to verify the safe return 
of the trips, and to sound the alarm when the designated worry time of trips has passed.  
 
Professional Rescue: 
Albany County Sheriff (518) 487-5400 
Essex County Sheriff (518) 873-6321 
Hamilton County Sheriff (518) 548-3113 
Herkimer County Sheriff (315) 867-1167 
Rensselaer County Sheriff (518) 270-5448 
Saratoga County Sheriff (518) 885-2540 
Schenectady County Sheriff (518) 388-4300 
Schoharie County Sheriff (518) 295-7066 
Ulster County Sheriff (845) 338-3640 
Warren County Sheriff (518) 743-2500 
Washington County Sheriff (518) 746-2475 
Northeast Search and Rescue (518) 664-2909 

RPI Public Safety (518) 276-6611 

NYS Adirondack Rangers (518) 891-0235 
NYS Catskill Rangers (518) 357-2161 

Common Trip Locations: 
Deerfield River: Dryway, Fife Brook Franklin County, MA 
Grafton Lakes SP, Petersburg Pass Rensselaer County, NY 

Hudson Gorge, Eagle Cave Hamilton County, NY 

Sacandaga River Saratoga County, NY 
Gunks Ulster County, NY 

Little Falls Herkimer County, NY 
Clarksville, Knox, Onesquethaw Caves 
Thatcher State Park Albany County, NY  

Bensons, Gage, Schoharie, McFails Caves Schoharie County, NY 

 
5.  Patch Membership  
 
Patch membership recognizes an active member of the club, and allows the individual to wear the 
patch on a red shirt. The red shirt distinguishes the patch member as a person who "knows" 
about the outing club, and can possibly answer questions of new members. It is therefore strongly 
encouraged for the patch members to wear their patch (and shirt) to meetings.  
 
Patch  members  are  also  allowed  to  vote  at  elections  and  such.  To  become  a  patch  
member,  the requirements are as follows:  
 
•   Must have participated in at least three (3) different club activities. •   Must have done one 
overnighter with the club.  
 
•   Must do approximately 3 hours of service for the club. •   Finally, pass the approval of the 
Executive Committee.  
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6.  Dues  
 $21/semester or $32/per year for students. $32/semester and $50/year for everyone else. 
 
•   There  are  no  additional  costs  for  regular  ROC  trips. (Although  gas  money  for  drivers  is  
 appreciated.) 
 
•   Dues include access to non-technical club gear for free as well—see item 9, “The Pit” for more  
 information.  
•   Dues also include access to the ROC Wall—see item 8, “ROC Wall” for more information.  
 
7.   Website and Email  
 
The ROC website is located at www.outing.org. It contains basic information about the club, 
policies,  
 leadership requirements, upcoming trips out, recent news, as well as hours for the pit, 
pool sessions and climbing wall.   Nearly everything you could want to know about the club.  
 
Each of the individual activities and nearby locations for each activity, suggested clothing/gear, 
and other useful information can be found on the website too.  
 
 A photo gallery is also available for members to upload their trip photos at 
www.outing.org/gallery/. Use roc/roc as the username password or create your own account.  
 
 A cave database is also found on the ROC server, at www.outing.org/cavewiki/   Use 
roc/roc as the log-in information for that too.  
 
The ROC mailing list is: outing-l@lists.rpi.edu     As a means to prevent spammers, only 
members can  
 send to the email list. We encourage adding “[wall]” in the subject line of climbing wall 
related emails so that non-climbers can filter out messages easier.  
 
  
8. Roc Wall 
 
The ROC wall is a bouldering wall located in the '87 gym next to the Quad. Bouldering is a type of 
climbing done without ropes at low heights named for the fact that when done outdoors it is a 
variation of climbing practiced on large boulders. The climbing wall is open Monday thru Friday 
during many different hours of the day, a schedule of which can be found on the ROC website.  
 
Though the ROC wall is meant for club members, anyone may feel free to come down and try it 
out and then look to become a member of the outing club if they are interested. Indoor rock 
climbing was originally created as a way for climbers to practice their skills and train for outdoor 
climbing. In recent years it has gained autonomy as its own sport.  
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9. The Pit  
 
The "Pit", as the ROC equipment room in the basement of the Armory is known, houses an 
excellent selection of gear that members can sign out for personal use.   There is no fee for 
members to sign out gear.  
 
Fall 2007 Pit Hours are: Mondays 6:00-8:00PM and Fridays 4:00-6:00PM  
 
Rules for signing out gear are as follows:  
 
•   Club trips have precedence over gear, so equipment signed out for personal use may be  
 recalled at any time if needed for official ROC trips.  
 
•   Most equipment can be signed out for up to two weeks*. •   Each ROC member may take gear 
for themselves and one other person.  
 
•   Technical equipment such as ropes, climbing hardware, ice tools, and rafts are restricted for 
use only with permission from the acting Pit Chair and an approved ROC leader in the activity of 
the desired equipment.  
 
•   Equipment may be borrowed over winter, spring, and summer breaks by special permission.  
 
•   ROC members are responsible for the equipment signed out under their name and must return 
it clean and intact. Lost or damaged equipment will be billed at repair or replacement cost to the 
borrower.  
 
*The club is authorized to charge a replacement fee for gear that is missing, overdue, or 
otherwise in violation of the aforementioned rules, at the discretion of the pit chair.  
 
  
10. Pool Sessions  
 
Pool sessions hours are posted on the ROC website and are generally Mondays and Thursday 
evenings from 8:00-10:00PM. This pool is situated in the basement of the 87 Gym, one floor 
below the level ROC wall.  
 
At pool sessions, you can learn basic kayaking techniques such as wet exits and rolls (flipping 
right-side up after you have been turned over) before kayaking on a river for the first time.  
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The Big Whipper 
 
Over winter break I took "The big whipper" on Breakfast Burrito (5.10c), at the Red 
River Gorge:  
 
So, Adam Brown, Risa and I are climbing at the Drive-by Crag and I decide I HAVE to 
lead the route on the cover of the guidebook - it's only 10.c, I've redpointed 11.b's here - 
although that one move does look scary.  
 
I jug-haul my way up to the alcove feeling strong, and take a good rest to de-pump when 
I get there. Apparently the faint of heart call this the top - the bolt there has a permanant 
screw-gate bail-biner on it. I scoff at those weaklings who were scared to do the next 
sequence!  
 
I climb up and poke my head cautiously around the arete to scope out the bolt, then 
quickly climb back down scared a couple times. With encouragement from Brown and 
Risa, I finally take a deep breath and go for it. I move out onto the face no problem, right 
hand on a decent sidepull crimp, both feet smeared fairly snugly. I chuckle morbidly as I 
notice the right foothold is nice and glassy, having a good layer of rubber pasted to it 
where the previous 20 rookie leaders in-over-their-head have blown off. I'm on a pretty 
steep overhang, I look down; it's scary.  
 
I clip the draw to the bolt, no prob. So I reach down, grab the rope, feeling a little 
stressed, reach out to clip it, realize I'm holding it wrong, try to switch the rope around in 
my hand, AND DROP IT! I'm freakin' out by now, I see my right arm shaking. The 
crimp's not feeling so secure anymore. I reach down and grab the rope again, and my 
right hand lets go.  
Woooo-hoooo! The rope goes slack below me, then zzzzzziips through the draws, as I 
look down between my feet, trying to estimate where I'll swing into the face of the wall.  
 
I come to rest about halfway down the route, 40 ft below where I blew off. My lip's 
swollen where my left hand smacked me in the face, because I was still holding the rope 
when it came tight; I'm shaking all over and trying to catch my breath, with a smile of 
relief on my face. I'd survived my first big whip! I lower off and shake Brown's hand for 
saving my life. 
 
-Dan Skellie 
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My first Survey Trip 
 

History of caving at ROC:  
  
Historically speaking, several well known cavers have had connections with ROC, 
including Bob Addis (founder of the Northeastern Cave Conservancy), Bill Stone 
(inventor of the underwater rebreather), Ken Davis (world renown cave photographer), 
and John Mylroie—in fact, Mylroie’s PhD thesis (Speleogenesis and Karst 
Geomorphology of the Helderberg Plateau, Schoharie County, New York, 1977) has been 
one of the major references books on actual and theoretical (yet undiscovered?) caves in 
the areas in Albany and Schoharie Counties.  
  
ROC has had a fairly rich caving history, which is evident in back issues of the Cairn. 
Flipping through them, you’ll find stories on winter trips to Skull Cave in the 1960’s, 
long distance caving trips to Mexico and West Virginia, and articles on rd the discovery 
of Barrack Zourie (longest cave in the NE) in the 1990’s… the list goes on.   
  
ROC is (still) in the unique position of being one of two college outing clubs who are 
also official grottos of the National Speleological Society (the other being Syracuse 
University Outing Club). To maintain our grotto status, we need at least a handful of NSS 
members in the club at any given time, which is usually not a hard requirement to  
meet. We’re grotto number 15 of over 220 grottos! 
 
-Mike Chu(September 2007 Cairn) 
 
As you can see ROC has a very exciting history in caving with many of our alumni 
involved in significant discoveries.  This history is continuing to this day with some of 
our current members still involved in the discovery and mapping of many new caves in 
this area.  One of the allures to caving is the ability to explore the unknown and be where 
few people have ever stepped.  This summer I was elated to be able to take part in my 
first survey trip. 
 
I am certainly very inexperienced in the art of surveying caves so rather then an 
informative article this will be more about my experience.  Surveying is the process of 
mapping caves and can be as detailed or as rough as the team wants it to be.  A basic 
survey team consists of three members.  Two instrument people and someone to “keep 
book”.  The basic process for surveying a cave consists of marking “survey stations” in 
the cave.  One of the instrument people will then take three measurements from one 
station to the next.  The first measurement is a straight line distance.  The next 
measurement is the azimuth, or horizontal angle between the two stations.  The last 
measurement is the inclination between the two stations.  The second instrument person 
then takes the measurements but in the opposite direction.  This is to ensure accurate 
results.  During this time the book keeper keeps track of all these numbers the instrument 
people are giving him and sketches the cave passage we are in.  The main idea of the 
whole process is to generate a straight line plot of the cave with which the sketcher can 
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draw a picture around.  This is a very rough description of surveying as whole books are 
written on the subject but hopefully it should aid in understanding the rest of this article. 
 
The cave I surveyed was a newly discovered cave in Massachusetts.  It is becoming one 
of the longest, deepest, and prettiest caves in Massachusetts.  There were 6 people on the 
trip so we split up into two groups of three to survey different areas of the cave.  From the 
very first station on I realized that surveying was not going to be an easy task and 
nowhere as glamorous as one may imagine.  For anyone who has been in a cave 
environment you know how difficult some areas can be to simply maneuver.  Surveyors 
are faced with not only this task but also the task of pausing in these precarious positions 
to take detailed measurements and sketch in a book. 
 
My team was surveying the entrance area 
of the cave which consists of a twenty foot 
free climbable pit going down into a very 
tight pinch. The tight pinch leads into a ten 
foot crawl way before we got into bigger 
cave.  My job was to take the forward 
instrument readings.    This relatively short 
distance took us about an hour to survey 
properly.  Each station was a challenge to 
take readings from requiring me to contort 
my body in ways I didn’t know I could 
while trying to line up my instruments 
perfectly.   
 
After this section we were finally in big 
cave.  This was my first time in this 
portion of the cave and we were a bit tired 
from the arduous entrance survey so we 
took some time to look around.  We were 
in sizable stream passage carving through 
some very pretty washed blue marble.  A 
significant portion of the cave walls and 
ceiling is also made up of breakdown and 
it seems like there may be some parallel 
passage running through the breakdown on 
the ceiling.                                                                 Photo by Christopher Beauchamp 
 
We were now ready to continue the survey.  The landmark our team was surveying to 
was a very large pit which I was eager to see.  The rest of the survey went much faster.  It 
was about another 200 feet and we did the whole thing in about the same time it took us 
to do the entrance area.  The most challenging part of this passage was dealing with the 
water which made the instruments harder to read and made me a bit cold.  Sitting in cold 
water for a long time taking measurements can become somewhat uncomfortable. 
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After we finished the last station I finally got to see the pit.  My puny light couldn’t come 
close to illuminating it so I had to wait for one of my team members to shine his stenlight 
so that I could actually see it.  It is about 40 feet in diameter and 40 feet deep with the 
stream falling down it.  Most of the pit was carved out of beautiful blue marble perfectly 
clean from the torrents of water flowing down it.  Amazingly the pit can be navigated 
without any ropes and the rest of the cave can be explored.  From the bottom of the pit 
you can look up at an impressive 30 foot wall of perfectly clean blue marble. 
 
After the pit the cave starts diverting from the stream passage and into some 
breakdownish passage.  This continues for another hundred or so feet until it rejoins the 
stream passage.  Here it continues for a little while before it pinches out.  There is a 
potential dig here which may lead to more cave.  After taking this trip I feel like a gained 
a lot of insight into the hard work which goes into the mapping of caves and it also made 
me eager to get back underground to do it some more. 
 
-Patrick McKenna 
 

 
 
Sketch of Masshole 
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Ten Reasons Why You Should Join ROC 
 

1. It rocks! 
2. You can’t do homework all the time 
3. Super cheap rock climbing 
4. Caving is better than laser tag 
5. Hiking is a much cooler workout than running 
6. Super cheap kayaking and rafting 
7. The meetings are a nice break from classes… 
8. …and there might be baked goods! 
9. Ability to earn the aerodynamicity of the ROC patch. 
10. It’s what the cool kids do” 

 
 
Things I Would Rather Be Doing Than Sitting At Work With Nothing To Do: 
 

 Climbing a new route in the Gunks and holding everyone else in the group up 
because I’m terrified to climb up over NOTHING 

 
 Passing out face-first into the snow up in the Daks 

 
 Floating backwards down the Sacandaga and paddling really hard while trying not 

to flip my kayak 
 

 Squeezing myself through a tiny passageway in Morrisville Cave and getting 
worried I won’t fit even though I’m the smallest person on the trip 

 
 Baking monkey bread for ROC meetings 

 
 “Skiing” up a hill on my back with my skis in the air after loosing my balance on 

the downhill…and getting it on video 
 

 Embarrassing myself at the ROC wall 
 
 
 
 
 
-Ashley “Corkey” Corker 
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The Assault on Wallface 
 
 This summer, I finally decided to take on the challenge of climbing the tallest cliff 
in New York State, the creatively named “Wallface”.  Risa Scott, Mike O’herron, (both 
ROC alumni), Mike’s friend Everett and I got together one Wednesday night to get ready 
for our trip.  After checking the weather, and noting the strong chance of thunderstorms, 
we decided to go anyway.  

 We left around 12:00 on Thursday, 
in anticipation of our 4.4 mile approach to 
out campsite.  The plan was to hike in 
Thursday night, spend Friday on the wall, 
and then hike back out and climb a few 
other routes in the Adirondacks while we 
were up there.  We sorted and packed gear 
in the parking lot, trying to go as light as 
possible.  We decided not to bring any food 
that needed to be cooked, so that we could 
leave the stoves, and we brought iodine 
tablets instead of the water pump.  So with 
everyone loaded down with Snickers bars, 
Clif bars, and all of our climbing gear, we 
started down the trail.  It had rained for 
several days in the High Peaks, so we felt 
lucky to have blue skies above us, but 
found shortly that the entire trail was either
mud or running water.  On several 
occasions we noted beautiful waterfalls 
cascades along the trail, only to realize that 

we were actually looking at the next section of trail.  Though muddy, the hike was not 
extremely strenuous.  However, Risa, in a planning error, neglected to bring hiking 
books, only mesh water shoes; and was having a miserable time navigating the wet trail.  
Eventually, she gave up on staying dry and slogged through the mud a

 

and 

nd water.   
 About half a mile or so from our campsite, a thunderstorm suddenly moved in and 
the skies absolutely opened up with torrential rain.  We started going as fast as possible 
but with tired legs, and packs that were only getting heavier, we were making awful time.  
Risa and I finally caught up to Everett and Mike, who were hunched under a rain jacket 
attempting to read the guidebook.   Up the trail we found a large overhung boulder.  It 
was too small to stand in, but at least we could get out of the rain.  We wrung out our 
clothes and waited, shivering, for the rain to pass.  It ended up that Risa was in the best 
shape for her shoes drained quickly, while our waterproof hiking boots created pools for 
our feet to steep in.  When the rain lessened, we finished the rest of the hike, to a tiny 
campsite where our tents were wedged in among the trees.  Shivering and cold, we went 
to sleep hoping for better weather the next day.  We awoke to completely blue skies, and 
an eerie mist in the valley that brought the giant looming face into and out of view.  The 
area looked like something out of Jurassic Park, dense forest with a large talus field 
below.  Putting on wet, cold clothes in the morning is a fantastic way to be greeted in the 
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morning.  Kind of.  Mike and 
Everett went off to find their 
climb, Mental Blocks, a 5.12a 
climb a mile or so down the 
cliffline.  Risa and I were aiming 
for a more modest target, The 
Diagonal Route, 5.8.  We could 
see our route from our campsite 
and only had to make our way 
through the dense foliage and 
miserable “Trail” the Talus field 
was huge and difficult to 
navigate, but we finally made our 
way to the face, after stopping 
briefly to try and dry our clothes 
on some larger boulders.  The 
trail finding was so frustrating that we decided instead of heading down the cliffline to 
find the official start of our route, we could see some of the prominent features of our 
route, and decided to make our own variation getting to it.  

 Risa led the first pitch, dirty climbing with some unique gear placements, up to a 
nice ledge with some tastey blueberries.  It seems as though I always find some sort of 
delicious berry to eat while climbing.  I led the second pitch, which was a bit scary and 
runout in sections, ending in a gearless 4th class scramble.  The next pitch, though mostly 
4th class, was actually a very cool section of the face, and we were quickly gaining 
altitude.  This pitch brought us to the most prominent feature  of the climb, and back on 
the official route, at “the Ramp”.  It is a wide, steeply inclined slab with fantastic friction, 
but lacking in gear.  We thought that we’d be able to make the rest of the ramp in one 
pitch, but at a full rope length, I was forced to build an anchor in sight of the bolted belay.  
After belaying Risa up, she led the rest of the pitch to the anchors.  This brought us to a 
large grassy ledge, for us to traverse and start the final two pitches, both the hardest 
pitches of the climb, at 5.8.   Risa led the first of the two, which featured a neat chimney, 
and a nice large ledge to start the final pitch from.  At this point, I was the highest I had 
ever been climbing, and was about to lead the final pitch. 

The features were so wet in some places that I couldn’t sink any of the jams I 
needed, and my shoes were beginning to get slippery.  The route became overhung, and 
required a hand traverse.  I clipped an old piton, and traversed out, coming the closest to 
falling without actually falling I think I had ever been.  I finished the pitch without 
incident, but with terrible rope drag from getting scared and placing gear where I 
shouldn’t have.  Risa and I sat at the rappel anchors, extremely proud.  Wallface is a huge 
accomplishment for many climbers, and I was glad to have bagged the tallest multipitch 
I’d ever done.   We attempted a classic summit photo, and decided to call it a day.  
Descending took 4 double rope length rappels to reach the bottom, and the sun was 
setting as we reached the bottom. 

The hike back was another harrowing experience, we lost the trail in the dark and 
had to bushwhack through the talus field.  More than once we found ourselves on the 
edge of a huge boulder with no way down, forcing us to backtrack and find a way around.  
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We finally made it across the 
valley and up the ridge on the 
other side to the main trail 
that rain to our campsite.  
When we arrived at the camp, 
we found that Mike and 
Everett had packed up their 
tent and gear, and were 
nowhere to be found.  The 
left us the bear canister with 
food, and though frustrated
we were too tired to do 
anything about them bailing 
on us.  We sat down tired an
satisfied from our day of 
climbing and watched for 

shooting stars in the crystal clear sky, and saw a few shooting stars.  After an hour or
we saw two headlamps bob up the trail, Mike and Everett with no backpacks or gear.  
They said that they had packed up and waited for us at the trail, but since we were off 
trail, we didn’t see them.  They hoped we would want to hike out, but were understanding
that we were way too tired.  They had to bail off their 5.12a, after aid climbing two 
pitches and getting really frustrated.  They stayed at a lower campsite, where they had left
their gear, and we met up and hiked out

, 
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We attempted some climbs in Keene Valley, but once again got rained on, and 
decided that we were done being rained on for the weekend, and headed back to Troy.  

We hit another rainstorm, 
with sizable hail, on the 
drive back down.  We were 
frustrated about the rain, 
but very thankful for 
fantastic weather on the day 
we attempted to climb it.  It 
was a fantastic experience, 
but I don’t think that I’ll 
ever attempt wallface 
again.  The miserable 
approach made the climb 
satisfying, but I don’t thi
anyone could convince me 
to make that hike again in 
the ra
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RIDING SPINN  STYLE 

decided to do some mountain biking in the deserts and mountains of Colorado and Utah.   
 

ERS SUMMER
by Scott Youmans 

 
This summer, Jeff Cain and I went on a mission to spread our awesomeness.  Ok, 

maybe we just went to see some awesome stuff… either way, it was stellar.  I was on my 
way to Seattle to start work and Jeff was chilling in Mass before starting his new job.  We 

 
 
I picked Jeff up in Denver we rallied to Loveland Pass (above).  There was tons of 

ow!   Despite the urge to go sledding or genersn
rallied down the pass into Dillon, Colorado. 

a

e stoked (heck ya! dinosaurs!). 

 
 

lly roll around in the white bliss, we 

 
 

 
The next morning, we woke up and 

finished the drive through the mountains to 
Fruita a little town close to the Utah/Colorado 
border.  Fruita is all about the dinosaurs 

omething about archaeology…) and this got (s
m
 



Our first ride was over to the Bookend Cliffs.  After a couple mile slog up, we 
found sheer nirvana coming down a trail called Joe’s Ridge.  If this doesn’t look fun to 
you…. well…  it should. 

 

 
 
After another lap in Fruita, we drove to Moab which is arguably the Mecca of 

mountain biking.  The next morning we rode the Slickrock trail which is almost entirely 
grippy rock trail.  Super fun.  Jeff climbs like a pro:  
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We finished Moab that night and the next day by exploring Arches and 

Canyonlands National Parks.  Delicate Arch is definitely worth the hike. 
 

 
 

The next few days we went to Salt Lake City to ride in some non 100+ degree 
weather (mmm shade) and explore the Wasatch mountains.  Below, Jeff slays a berm turn 
on Bobsled, my personal favorite trail: 

 

 
 

That was basically the end of our epic trip.  Jeff and I have since entered the “real 
world” and hope you guys get the most out of your experience at RPI and especially 
Outing Club.  Time flies… enjoy it! 
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Dear Pat 
 

This is a new section of the cairn where people can send anonymous questions to me which I will answer to 
the best of my ability.  Send them under a different email address or have a friend send it to you for me.  
My email address is mckenp2@rpi.edu.  
 

Dear Pat,  

 I recently went caving for the first time, and loved it.  However for the past few days I’ve had this white 
foam coming out of my nose and I can’t seem to navigate very well.  I was wondering if you had heard of 
this, and give me some advice for what to do. 

Thanks, 

Bruce Wayne 

Dear Bruce Wayne, 
 
Thanks for the question and I’m glad to hear you loved your first caving trip.  It is hard to diagnose what is 
wrong with you or if it is even related to caving but it could have something to do with White Nose 
Syndrome.  Have you felt the urge to sleep by your front door rather then in your bed?  Are your fat 
reserves depleted?  If so then you may have White Nose Syndrome and you should avoid coming to any 
future ROC meetings as we don’t want them to have to shut down DCC 330 for the winter. 
Check out this website for more info: http://www.necaveconservancy.org/news.php 
 
Dear Pat, 
 
I have a very important question and I feel you may know the answer best.  Can fat people go caving too? I 
feel I may want to go, but I don't know if I will fit.  What if I get tired?  What happens if I get stuck?  What 
if I get hungry?  I'm very concerned. Am I allowed to bring cookies?  What about doughnuts?  Can I bring 
ice cream? 
 
Sincerely, 
Large and in Charge 
 
Dear Large and in Charge, 
 
The short answer is yes!  Caving is for everyone large and small.  There will most likely be areas in the 
cave you may not be able to fit through but there are plenty of neat things in large areas too.  Caving is also 
great exercise so the more you cave the more caves you’ll be able to fit into!  As far as eating in a cave is 
concerned you’ll probably be better off with things such as granola bars and Gatorade.  While many cavers 
are known to get urges for ice cream underground it is usually best to wait to get back above ground.  I 
hope to see you on some trips this year. 
 

mailto:mckenp2@rpi.edu
http://www.necaveconservancy.org/news.php

